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Dear Members of the Kentucky Board of Education,
In addition to my comments below, I wanted to share with you more than 60 public comments
(attached) from citizens who independently submitted comments about this facilities plan.
Additionally, I have included the comments submitted to our local Board of Education for the
purposes of being read at the Public Hearing that followed the LPC and Board approval of the plan.
Their names and addresses are included with each, and I ask you to spend about 10-15 minutes of
your time reviewing the opinions of concerned citizens.
Thank you for your time and for hearing these voices!!
Regards,
Courtney Higdon
Mother of 4 in the Nelson County School District
Sent from Mail for Windows

From: Brian and Courtney Higdon
Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2022 8:29 AM
To: kbe@education.ky.gov; lu.young@education.ky.gov; sharon.robinson@education.ky.gov;
solyana.mesfin@education.ky.gov; 
Subject: Do Not Approve the Nelson County District Facilities Plan
Dear Members of the Kentucky Board of Education,
Very soon you will have the opportunity to vote on the Nelson County District Facility Plan. I want
you to know that the people of Nelson County do not want this plan and our Superintendent and our
BOE are not listening.
The Nelson County School District is misleading the parents and the public in our community by
describing the Merger Plan as a plan that would “house the area’s middle school students on the
campuses of Thomas Nelson and Nelson County high schools.” The truth is that our middle schoolers
will be put into the existing high school buildings with little to no additional square footage provided.
They won’t just be on the same campus; they will be in the same building.
There will be no middle school wings built as was presented when the Superintendent put this plan
forward in a rushed Local Planning Committee process where the deck was clearly stacked in favor
of his plan and against the wishes of the community.

Sure, there might be a dedicated 6th grade math class provided, but what about when that 11-yr old
has to walk through the school to get to the band room for their music class or some other
enrichment class. They will have to walk the same hallways as 17 and 18-yr old students. Our most
vulnerable adolescents will be pushed into an environment they aren’t emotionally and socially
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Public Comments from Nelson County Citizens 


 


 


 


 


These are the comments provided by citizens of Nelson County in response to the proposed 
Nelson County Schools District Facilities Plan. 


 


December 2021 


  







Mary Ann Bailey 


3955 Highway 1066 Bloomfield ky 40008 


I think the plan should not go through. They are rushing to this decision and our children futures are at 
risk. They do not have these kids in their best interest and will do a great deal of harm if this plan goes 
through 


 







Melissa Byrd 


9011 Lawrenceburg rd 


It’s the saddest thing I’ve ever heard 


 







Ally Laukhuf 


212 Fairfield Hill, Bloomfield, KY 40008 


We recently moved from another state to the small town of Bloomfield. One of the reasons we moved 
here is because of the small schools. My husband and I both work in education, at a school with both 
middle school students and high school students in the same building. We have seen time and time 
again, the problems with housing kids from ages 11-18 in the same building. Behavioral issues will  and 
do arise by having more adolescents in a building of varying ages. This is a domino effect into lost 
instructional time due to staff managing behaviors. The trickle down seems to never stop.  Small rural 
community education needs to stay small rural community education. 


 







Amanda Bringhurst 


215 Adalyn Way 


I am not in favor of my children being in the same buildings as high schoolers. Whether they are on the 
young end, and even on the older age kids. None of the communities in this county want this merger to 
happen. When you start having "campuses" you lose parent involvement, which leads to less interest in 
school activities. At the very least, this merger should be put on the ballots and let the taxpayers decide 
if this should happen. I have 3 young children (11, 9, 4) and if this is approved by KDE, our next step is to 
find other options for schooling our children. 


 







Jenny Milburn 


3223 Yates cooney neck rd 


Leave our schools alone. Fix the schools that needs fixed.  Move the high school back to one school 


 







Heather Downs 


205 Woodlawn Rd Bardstown, KY 40004 


No merger. I do not want to pay taxes for this. We elect you to do what we want and we the people do 
not want this. This $50M funds will be looked into if so and make sure no funds are allocated to the 
board for collected to the board for a lawsuit. 


 







Jenny Allison 


5669 Plum Run Road 


I believe that this merger is a horrible idea for our children. This is not what is best for our children and 
their education. We have forgotten that they are to get the basics and have the knowledge and skills 
they need to become an adult before we shove all of these “opportunities” down their throats. If they 
do not have the necessary skills then knowing all of these careers/jobs will mean nothing to them 
because they can not do the job because they do not have the knowledge to do the job. Please leave our 
children where they are and start teaching them the necessary skills that they should be taught rather 
than shoving them into situations that are not age appropriate for them! 


Secondly, why is putting an 11 year old ok with a 17/18 year old? I find it a bit disturbing that a few 
years back freshman were too young to be with seniors but all of a sudden it’s ok for 11 year old 6th 
graders are ok to be in the same building and area as them?! Where did this change come from? 


Finally, I do not understand why it is so important to push this through so quickly when there has been 
so many questions, concerns and upset parents and tax payers. If this was a plan that was for the benefit 
of our children and for the best interest of our students I know for a fact that the people in our district 
would back it but this in fact is NOT what is best for our kids so I’m asking whole heartedly to not allow 
this community campus to pass for Nelson County Schools! 


- A Very discouraged, upset parent and educator who can’t believe that this is what our district believes 
is what is best for our children 


 







Linette Lowe 


4799 Chaplin Taylorsville Rd, Bloomfield, KY 40008 


This district facilities plan has been pushed through by the superintendent of Nelson county without 
hearing the large number of parents and residents who advise against it. There is no need to take the 
middle schools out of our small towns when funding could be invested in those schools for the 
improvements that are needed. Putting middle school students into high schools is a very unpopular 
idea and one that potentially has safety ramifications. No consideration was given to merging the high 
schools into one building and the middle schools into another building either. The rationale behind this 
plan just doesn’t hold up, and citizens and taxpayers can see that. It is not in the best interest of our 
students or our small rural towns. As a taxpayer and as a parent of a student in Nelson County, I want to 
register my objection to this plan and the way that it has been railroaded through this community. 


 







Carrie Lawson 


1860 Harrison Fork Rd Cox's Creek, KY 40013 


I am outraged that our board of education has so swiftly passed this model of education. It appears as 
though they are bulldozing through any red tape that thay may encounter. The voices of the parents are 
not being listened to. The words are being spoken and we are literally being interrupted and dismissed 
before we can even complete our full sentences. This model is not what the community wants and it has 
been pushed upon us by the "stacked deck" LPC commitee and the board of education. The Nelson 
County Community has lost all faith and trust in our board of education and members of the LPC. The 
whole point of forming the committee is to see all sides and have an unbiased point of view to form a 
final decision based on the pros and cons. From what I have heard first hand from educators within our 
district they feel bullied into siding with the merger rather they agree with it or not. If they speak out 
against it then they are losing their jobs. Education has fallen drastically within our county school 
system. There is too much focus on careers at too young of an age. As a first grader my daughter was 
expected to spend more time making powerpoint gift showcase presentations than she was spending on 
the fundamental math and reading part of her education. We need to get back to the basic paper and 
pencil school system for our elementary education students. We need to place focus more on a quality 
education rather than pretty buildings and collab. Our children's education and safety are falling to the 
wayside for what seems to be the Superintendent's pet project. As parents, we are putting our children 
first which is why my family is exploring alternative options to the declining education that the Nelson 
County school system is providing. With the passing of this merger I see nothing but negative outcomes 
that this crumbling system will not recover from. 


 







Stan Hayes 


1005 Haven Wood Ct. New Haven, KY 40051 


The DFP is not not what is best for the students in Nelson County. It will be added tax dollars that will 
not achieve what has been promised by the board. 


 







Jessica Hunyy 


860 Pottershop Road Bardstown, Kentucky 40004 


I’m not supporting the merger of middle and high schools together. If this goes through then my 
husband and I will look for another educational option for our child. 


 







Christy Cubas 


Pleasant View Rd, Bloomfield 


It is not a good idea at all to be putting middle schoolers with or near high schoolers, a recipe for 
disaster.    Please think of the ramifications of such a poor decision.     It seems  like $$$ might be the 
driving force behind the push for this plan, especially in light of the push for it despite the mass majority 
of objections .  Someone needs to brainstorm a better idea to put that money to wiser use.   Bloomfield 
Middle should stay where it’s at.   At the very least, an entirely separate building for junior high be built 
instead of building a wing or two at the high school building.   What are people thinking to even come up 
with such an idea?? 


 







Stephanie Smith 


106 Sherman Oaks Dr, Coxs Creek, KY 40013 


Superintendent Wes Bradley and the NCS Board Members all know my stance on this proposal as I 
attended all of the community and board meetings between April and June of this year. I voiced my 
concerns and asked countless questions which were responded by either dismissive statements or blank 
stares. The manner in which this entire ordeal has been handled has been secretive and misleading. This 
proposal has yet to answer the most important question which is who will benefit the most from this 
merger?  


I was told on several occasions by Wes Bradley that there would be “natural boundaries” between the 
middle and high school students with the community campus models, but when I addressed the current 
“natural boundaries” that have been in place at NCHS since the freshman wing was originally built and 
the ineffectiveness of said boundaries, I was dismissed. At the following meeting I was then told there 
would be new boundaries installed with this merger. As with every question I asked, a “remedy” would 
be expressed at the following meeting…yet I do not see any of these “remedies” listed in this proposal 
that has now been approved.  


Furthermore, as Wes Bradley liked to point out in each of the community meetings, I reside in Coxs 
Creek along the 245 corridor. He made many arguments that parents living in this area were in favor of 
the community campus because it would be more convenient for “us”. And as I told him numerous 
times at these meetings, this would NOT be more convenient for my family. On top of exposing my 11 & 
13 year old children to 17 & 18 year old young adults, this merger will create a traffic nightmare on Hwy 
245. Traffic is already horrific out here, so to bring even more school traffic to this side of town (not to 
mention how awful it will be by NCHS, because I used to live in the Cottage Grove subdivision and 
moved away from that exact mess) is simply appalling. Just this morning there was a wreck at 509 & 245 
as I was leaving for work. The mess this creates will not just affect parents but everyone who lives here. 


The issues I have with this proposal, superintendent, and school board are too numerous to mention, 
but if you want to know my thoughts you can find them on any of the guest comment videos from the 
meetings between April and June 2021. After seeing how little the superintendent and board members 
actually cared about my concerns or the concerns of the other parents and community members that 
made their voices known, I decided that it was in the best interest of my children to remove them from 
this school district. I made sure to document my dissatisfaction with Wes Bradley and the school board 
in my letter of intent when I withdrew them in August. And if this community campus does come to 
fruition my children will never return to the Nelson County School district. 


 







Amy Fields 


309 Oak Ridge Rd. Bardstown KY 40004 


Please vote NO to the community campus. Without repeating in length what hundreds of parents have 
already said, I will keep this short. It's an awful idea to merge an 11 year old with a mature 17 year old 
for ANY reason, especially the safe learning environment we expect for our youth. VOTE NO. 


 







Christy DeWeese 


117 Poplar Wood Dr 


I have two young children in the school system. There are so many reasons why I’m against merging our 
schools. Young kids do not need to be around the influence of a large amount of the older kids bc of the 
peer pressure that comes along with it. High school is a time when even some good kids fall to peer 
pressure and do a lot of things that could hurt them for the rest of their lives. Our younger kids do not 
need to be and should not ever be put in that position at such a young age. Their minds are still 
developing and they do not have the skills they need to make a lot of those decisions on their own. 
Anyone with kids knows this first hand. 


 







Valorie Atcher 


521 Wilkerson Rd Bloomfield 


Jackey continues to ignore the community AND teachers. He was a follower of the previous 
superintendent Anthony Orr. The downfall of Nelson County schools began then, and Jackey did nothing 
to stop it. That’s when I chose to leave my job in the district because I didn’t not want me children to 
attend the school that I worked at. If people even knew what was REALLY going on inside the schools 
they would be appalled. It’s sad that I live in a community that I love but don’t want my children to 
attend the schools because of the terrible administration! While we have people like Jackey that 
continue to follow each of these fools and others who just want to climb the pay scale ladder we will 
continue to see this decline! Nelson County can continue to pay for PR and make things look good on 
the outside all day, but talk to teachers in private and get the true story. This facility plan is all a part of 
the constant need to be the bigger man on the block and empowering “leaders” that don’t have the best 
intentions for students and community, only to feed their own egos. Wake up board members! Bradley 
preached pride games and pride in each community, now plans to tear these small communities apart. 
Such a sad situation!! 


 







Ashley Brady 


7604 New Hope Rd 


My husband and I are New Haven graduates, and loved the small school atmosphere. That’s why we 
chose to send our three kids to New Haven. We want to keep New Haven a K-8 school. 


 







Courtney L. Blair 


820 Prather Ridge Rd Bloomfield, KY 40008 


Nelson County’s district facility plan is everything our county does not want nor need. There are many 
reasons that I’m am opposed against this DFP. The first reason being the proposed DFP is wanting to 
close perfectly fine, in great condition schools, while leaving other schools open that are in need of 
actual help. The DFP wants to close Bloomfield middle school permanently, a school that is in near 
perfect condition. A school that is successful and our students strive in. A school that takes pride in their 
students education, success and their future. 


We asked superintendent Bradley why, what is the benefit? Our only clear concise answer is, “More 
opportunities”… Our kids don’t need more opportunities, they need a standard education as they are 
already falling behind on basic skills. Did you know the average students reading test in our district right 
now is reading two levels behind. They do not need more opportunities presented in front of them 
when they are not grasping the basics. Opportunities that are only going to benefit a few and not all. 
What our students need right now is teachers who care about them as individuals, to nurture them, to 
get them back to precovid times. Our kids need consistency, not feeling the pressure of walking into a 
huge high school around older kids at 10 years old. I am sure you are not aware of what happened at the 
preschool during the early childhood education collab (where high school student go to the local 
preschool for half of their school day for class)? I can fill you in. There was two high school students at 
the collab site who got into a physical fight AT THE PRESCHOOL where my 4 year old attends, there was 
a boy and girl who got caught making out in the corner AT THE PRESCHOOL where my 4 year old 
attends. There was a student who called a teacher a vulgar name out loud AT THE PRESCHOOL where 
my 4 year old attends. My point in telling you this is, if high school students can’t act respectful around 
3,4 and 5 year olds what makes anyone think they will act any better if not worse around 10,11,12,13 
year olds?  


Transportation is another reason behind superintendent Bradleys proposed DFP. I’ve heard Cormans 
crossing neighborhood 100 times on how they travel 30 minutes to Bloomfield to come to school. 
Bussing my kids from the far end of Chaplin to Bardstown is also 30 minutes. The same as bussing New 
Haven kids to Thomas Nelson Highschool. You can not fix the Cormans crossing transportation problem 
without creating another. Moving the middle schools into the high schools will actually create a worse 
transportation outcome. Hwy 62 can not hold the traffic it sees now. It is backed up for miles in the 
afternoons. Hwy 245 has so many deadly accidents. Adding more traffic to these areas will only make it 
worse. 


Closing our school in Bloomfield will close our town. We have 2 vacant school buildings already we are 
begging for no more. This proposed DFP should not be chosen by a panel of 20 people. This DFP is a 
decision that is going to effect our entire county a decision that our community and tax payers should 
have say in. Our superintendent has rushed this plan and has tried to silence us. We are begging and 
pleading with you, the KDE, give our county the chance to vote on this proposed merge with our middle 
and high schools. Do no rush this proposal. We have perfectly fine buildings that can remain open, we 
have buildings that could use the funds put into their schools to give them opportunities. We don’t have 
to close schools to bring more opportunities to our county. 


Thank you for your time and consideration, 







Courtney Blair 


502.827.9865 


 







Agnes Derry 


206 South 2nd St. 


I am against the merger for multiple reasons. Sixth and seventh graders do not need to be with high 
school age children. They need to be focused on basic reading, writing, math, social studies, civics and 
geography. The students leaving your schools are nervous, anxious and insecure. You want them in jobs,  
yet they cannot make change. I think what they gain in more "opportunities", they lose in community 
and parent support. What about the traffic impact on the 2 streets the high schools are located on. I do 
not have children or grandchildren. I am a resident of the city, but I am a taxpayer. It is not a matter of 
money. I am a graduate of NCHS and a retired RN. 


 







Julie Hardin 


116 Cherokee Avenue, Bloomfield, KY 40008 


If the merger occurs my daughter will attend private school.  I will not send a young girl into a school 
with hormonal 18 year olds.  My high school was grades 7-12 and they built a middle school because 14 
year old girls were pregnant by juniors and seniors.  This merger is not wanted by parents.  Our school 
board members will not listen to our concerns. 


 







Katherine Russell 


418 Marks Lane Bardstown KY 


My family moved to Nelson Co from Louisville in 2020 with the hope of better schools for our son. We 
had no idea the things going on here or we never would have made that choice. We strongly oppose the 
plan to combine the middle and high schools. The deal seems to have been done mostly in secret and 
without any parental input. The board does not seem to care what the parents and taxpayers want and 
it’s very disappointing. We will likely move to another district or explore private schooling before our 
child reaches middle school if this moves forward. Please listen to the parents in this community. Thank 
you. 


 







Ann Armstrong 


865 Wilson Creek Rd Cox's Creek KY 40013 


Why do you have to keep taxing us to death when you have new schools to put these kids in.  Put New 
Haven middle in with Boston.  Or if there aren't enough high school students then put them in one high 
school then make the other the middle school.  245 will be a nightmare with parents picking up kids at 
Thomas Nelson.  Mr. Bradley just likes to spend money and not in the way he should.  Please board, take 
back your power.  You work for us taxpayers and voters so stand up for our rights and what we want.  
Mr. Bradley needs to go and we the people need to vote on the next person that takes that place since 
the board does such a bad job of doing so.  Nelson County keeps growing but you want to go backwards.  
Also get some balls and redistrict the whole county.  That should have been done long ago and we 
wouldn't be here today with this problem.  I as a taxpayer, am against this merger and I hope you 
reconsider.  Do the right thing for Nelson County and the people that live here. 


 







Sarah Oliver 


2677 Hibbs Lane Coxs Creek 


I do not want to merge the middle and high schools. Our young children do not need to be subjected to 
older kids. Our young children will be bullied and will learn about things that they do not need to learn 
about at that age. If this merger happens all 3 of my children will be pulled from Nelson County 
Schools..please don't allow this merger to happen. Thank you. Vote against the merger 


 







Renee Hamilton 


1923 Springfield Rd. Bloomfield, Ky 40008 


I have three children in Nelson County school system. I feel the merge of the middle schools with the 
high schools will be a terrible thing for many reasons. Middle school aged kids are going through their 
own set of challenges and changes mentally and physically that they need to be away from the peer 
pressures and activities of high school kids. I can see my child, who has ADHD, DMDD(which is a mood 
disorder) & a non verbal learning disability, trying to fit in and giving into peer pressures of whatever the 
high school kids are doing. He has the maturity level that is about 2-3 years younger than he actually is. I 
feel like intermingling 6th, 7th and 8th graders with 9th, 10th, 11th & 12th graders will be very bad, 
even if they’re not in the same hallways at the same time, eventually they’re going to run into each 
other. I think bullying would be a huge issue along with drugs and increased sexual activities. I would not 
want my 11-year-old daughter being on the same campus or in the same hallways, lunch rooms or gyms 
and possibly run into or hear conversations of 15, 16 or 17-year-old boys or girls for that matter. Keep in 
mind, our country does have a drug epidemic and I know high school kids experiment with that stuff 
too!  My own family has struggled with members fighting their addiction and we have almost lost them 
on multiple occasions. I know for a fact their addiction started in their teenaged years during high 
school. They are in completely different times & development stages in their lives and I don’t feel like 
pushing middle school kids into a larger fishbowl would be good for their mental health or well-being. 
Especially for those kids who are more introverted. They have enough issue speaking up as it is.  


There is a lot of talk about more opportunities for students however how will all the kids who want to 
participate in a collab when it only allows a handful of students? 


What about the time these kids will have to spend on buses? If we are already having problems hiring 
and keeping bus drivers, how are we going to get enough drivers to pick up all these kids and bus them 
all the way across the county to their new locations? Some of these kids will be on the bus for an hour or 
possibly longer.  Also we have to think about the families who are one vehicle families and what 
happens if their kid gets sick and they can’t drive 30-40 minutes to come pick them up. Can our roads 
even handle all the extra traffic this will create? It would be a complete mess. Roads would need to be 
widened and made more efficient and accessible. There’s even more of our tax dollars spent there! 
Have traffic studies even been done for this?  


What about sports? This will actually create less opportunity for some kids when it comes to sports. 
What about the kids who want to play but may not be as talented as others? Do they not get an 
opportunity to play bc all the most talented kids have filled up the teams?  


How about the economic impact closing our schools will have on the smaller towns? Bloomfield thrives 
from the traffic that comes into our middle and elementary schools for ball games, events and other 
activities. We already have 3 empty school buildings in our small community and we do not want a 
fourth. We need to keep our kids going to school in their own communities.  


I really have a problem with doing something like this and using my child as a guinea pig to see if it 
works out or not. It’s a proven fact that children perform better academically in a smaller school setting 
or a K-8 model rather than on a mega campus this proposes.  







The superintendent and the board of education is supposed to work for the community and families, yet 
I feel like things are being strategically planned for the good of an individual rather than our children. 
The public has been very vocal about their opposition to this yet no one seems to listen or care, other 
than Diane Berry. This is a huge problem. When did it become more about politics and money rather 
than what is best for our children. So may teachers and students have left the NC school district not only 
because of this proposal, but because of the leadership in this district. The bullying of our teachers is 
outrageous and it must stop. They can’t have a voice in anything because of the fear they will lose their 
jobs. I have heard this from many teachers throughout the district. The majority are not for this 
community campus plan. It’s heartbreaking to hear and unacceptable behavior by the administration!  


Our children are the most important thing here. Please DO NOT push this through and make middle 
schoolers be on the same campus as high schoolers. It is unsafe and making the kids grow up way to 
fast. Please I am pleading with you!!! VOTE NO for the 6-12 merger. 


 







Joshua Rice 


2677 Hibbs Lane Coxs Creek 


Do not merge our young middle schoolers with high schoolers. This will not work. If this happens I will 
pull my 3 children from NC schools and homeschool. NC school is supposed to be about community and 
family but yet you are not listening to the parents who send their children to these schools. 


 







Megan Hutchins 


10771 Bloomfield Road, Springfield, KY 40069 


I cannot understand how a plan with so much opposition, risks & unknown factors has made it to this 
stage of development. I am terrified for the future of Nelson County public schools and for our small 
towns that will be left in crumbles after the loss of our schools. I work less than 1 mile from my 
daughters current school, Bloomfield Elementary. The community members, our customers, are 
dumbfounded. The taxpayers do not want this. The parents do not want this. I am absolutely begging to 
please reconsider this plan. Please understand that just because I have not been able to attend very 
many meetings, does NOT indicate that I am not sickened and terrified. I am a mom. I am a wife. I work 
full time. I volunteer. My daughter is in every sport & club possible, which entails me being her taxi. I 
love my community. I want other families to be able to grow up in the same small town that I did. Bigger 
isn't better. Education isn't a one size fits all. I'm terribly alarmed at the increased turnover & the poor 
reputation of the district. How is this going to impact my childs education going forward? I want my 
daughter to have teachers who are supported and happy to teach. I can say with certainty that is not the 
current atmosphere. We need change. Please do not rush this decision- give the community a fighting 
chance to stop this! We were too trusting and complacent in the process  and unfotunately we are 
learning our lesson the hard way.  Please don't take the heart of our town. 


 







Jackie clayton 


2569 Holy Cross Road New Haven Kentucky 40051 


We want new school in New Haven. We don’t want our 6 grade children in a big high school with 9th , 
10th &11& 12 graders. It will create a lot more problems for the younger kids. My child said she would 
not go  these kids have enough Anxiety and stress now . 


 







Debbie Bryan 


115 Eagle Hill Road Bloomfield Ky 40008 


I feel there will be students not able to adjust to this change. What will happen to them? I am totally 
against this!! 


 







Katherine Gritton 


600 Riggs Blvd Bardstown; Ky. 40004 


I think this is a horrible idea and will only take away from our kids education and healthy school 
experience! The forum is totally wrong to place young children with older ones in high school together! 
This is the most ignorant decision the School Board has ever made, and I'm ashamed of the decision 
maker!  This will not bold well and the parents and grandparents will not sit quietly and allow this Board 
of Education to mentally and educationally damage our children!!! People are fed-up!!!!!!!! ENOUGH 
ALREADY!!!!!! 


 







Marsha Logsdon 


2070 Bennetts Lane 


I think it’s very wrong, each community needs to stay. The mixed of kids is not healthy 


 







Tara Jakob 


128 Alder Dr, Bardstown, KY 


This plan is fulfilling someone else's own agenda and is not taking into consideration the wellbeing of 
the kids and their mentality involved. You're talking about two completely different maturity levels 
being combined in schools. This is NOT a good idea!! You do not care about these kids and their 
wellbeing or education. All you care about is pleasing yourselves and your powers that you may answer 
to. You clearly do care about what the parents think either, or the teacher and staff that are involved. 
You should be ashamed of yourselves for not listening to the people that this affects the most! I moved 
my four boys out of JCPS for the better and they have been doing extremely well, especially my son with 
an IEP!! DO NOT RUIN THE FUTURE OF OUR CHILDREN!! If you feel this plan is sufficient, then you should 
remove yourself from the seat you hold because you clearly do not care about the people you are 
representing!! 


 







Melinda Chesser 


2200Tunnel Mill Road Bloomfield Ky 40008 


This is so wrong. To put these younger children in with much older kids is trouble waiting for to happen. 
If NCHS needs improvements then make them. New Haven needs a new school then build it. Why move 
every middle school child to coat Mr Bradley's and a few more pockets. Bloomfield has new schools and 
great schools and great teachers. If we don't loose all of them because of Bradley. The traffic is already 
bad in Bardstown and you want to add to it. These kids need to be kids and not trust into an older 
situation that makes them vulnerable. If Mr. Bradley and the board wants drug rehabilitation in the 
county then put it in their back yard. Leave these precious schools and kids alone to get a close  knit 
education in our great little community. If you want big city schools then maybe you should move. Or 
better yet maybe we will all decide to move to a less corrupt over taxed community. 


 







Rev. Jeffery McCarty 


407 Birk Lane 


I am the current pastor at Bardstown Baptist Church and have pastored churches throughout the state 
of KY. I do appreciate the task superintendents and school boards have in making sure that our children 
are properly educated.I also know our children need adequate facilities to blossom into productive 
young men and women.  


The proposal that is now on the table for Nelson County School District does not seem to take the best 
interest of our students or the adequate learning environments into hand. I have personally  seen the 
effect of consolidations of school districts on students and communities. As I have researched this 
proposal I have to wonder what is the true motivation behind such an aggressive move. Have the people 
on the board and in the central office considered the cost to students and communities. The biggest 
doesn’t alway equate the best. If anything in our present culture, smaller seems best. My fear for our 
students is that in 5 to 10 years the people in charge of Nelson County Schools will reconvene and say 
“what have we done.” I humbly ask and I am praying that the school board and superintendent 
reconsider this flawed plan. The future of these wonderful young minds are at stake. 


 







Patricia Culver 


Bardstown 


How can our kids get the best education when all ages from 12ish to 18 are mixed together?  Education 
is a number 1 priory. The social interaction that the kids get in the different schools help them grow and 
learn as well. If a child is worried about what the older kids are going to say or do. That effects their 
whole day. They can not concentrate on the lessons properly. Then that effects their grades. Lower 
grades is lower self esteem, maybe even has punishment at home for it as well.  Also being pre exposed 
to the negative things the older kids are exposed to isn’t good either. Through middle school our kids 
learn about drugs and the negative effects from them. They have sex education to teach them about 
safety, how to care for themselves, and simply how to say no. If we don’t take the time in the middle 
school year (separate from the high school) to teach our kids. How can we expect them to be prepared? 
How can we expect them to take care of themselves without the correct tools? There is an alarming rate 
of kids in high school that vape, have sex, use other street drugs and we haven’t gotten a way to prevent 
that. So what is in place to keep uneducated younger kids safe from being exposed to these matter? It’s 
hard enough to encourage a high school kid to do the right thing. How hard is it going to be to keep this 
stuff away from a younger kid? Then with all this going on how are they supposed to get a proper 
education? This is just overwhelming for any younger child! I want my child to be set up for success not 
failure. This is exactly what’s going to happen. The grades will go down, anxiety, depression, Suicide 
attempts or successful rates, drug use, teen pregnancy, failing grade levels all will go up! I don’t want 
that for my kids or my community children. Please think long and hard about how successful you want 
the future of our community to be. Because what you are doing isn’t right and will be a tragic ending for 
a lot of families. 


 







Kelsie Head 


131 Benelli Dr. Bardstown, KY 40004 


As a graduate of both OKH and Nelson County schools I feel especially connected to this decision. For 
background, I graduated NCHS in 2017 with a 31 ACT score; obtained college and career ready status; 
was a participant of the Governor’s Scholars Program; played varsity soccer for 4 years; was a member 
and leader in Student Council, Future Business Leaders of America, and National Honors Society; and 
received several scholarships in my college pursuits. I then attended EKU where I graduated with a 4.0 
GPA; was a member of the Honors Program; served as Treasurer, Vice President, and President of the 
only service sorority on EKU’s campus; presented my Honors thesis at the Kentucky Honors Roundtable 
Conference; obtained internships at two multi-national corporations, and further received a job 
opportunity in my chosen career field from the latter internship. I don’t say this to brag, I say this to 
prove that the current structure of the NCHS school system works. It creates and provides opportunities. 
It develops strong, determined, successful individuals. It cultivates a culture that students will remember 
the rest of their lives. I believe the proposed change will destroy this.  


I will never forget when I was a 6th grader I was bullied by 8th graders on the basketball team. I was 
terrified of the “upper classmen” - and that was just 8th graders. I cannot imagine being exposed to high 
schoolers. I also remember being provided opportunities to excel in middle school without taking high 
school courses. I was in a program where I learned bits of different languages, learned all the countries 
and their capitals, read and analyzed challenging books, and was able to take advanced math classes. 
These opportunities are enough to encourage students to excel without overwhelming them with the 
weight of high school curriculum. I believe that these opportunities inspired me to want to excel in high 
school and beyond. Had everything been focused on college preparation instead of fostering creativity 
and exploring new subjects not traditionally covered in schools I truly believe I (along with several 
others) would have experienced burnout and lose the drive that was once there. All this to say, if 
adequate resources are provided, there are opportunities that exist at the middle schools. It ultimately 
comes down to funding them and ensuring capable teachers are there to instill passion, drive, and 
eagerness to learn within students; not overburdening them and driving them to burnout.  


There is also such a unique culture created in high school. High school is a time when grade differences 
become less pronounced and students are more willing to mingle with and befriend members of 
different classes. But this would not happen if you have a 6 year gap and not 4. The development that 
takes place in the 3 years of middle school is essential to success in high school.  


You say you want to create culture and one big family but you don’t see that it already exists. The 
opportunities for success exist. Nelson County Schools produces capable and successful individuals now. 
I always say “you get out what you put in” as it relates to anything in life. And that is true for these 
students. Blending schools isn’t going to make students perform better. Those that want to succeed will 
and those that don’t won’t. I strongly encourage you to spend your resources that would be spent on 
this project cultivating the existing middle and high schools, hiring and retaining teachers that inspire 
performance, and maintaining the family and culture that exists currently.  


Please feel free to contact me at kelsiehead@yahoo.com if you would like to discuss further. I 
appreciate your time (if you actually took it to read this far). 







Thomas Clark 


104 Marie Drive Bardstown Kentucky 40004 


I do not approve of the merger that they are proposing. This will hurt the kids and if this happens I will 
send my child to a private school or Bardstown. 


 







Jeff Thomas 


119 Eastland Drive Bardstown Ky 


Please don’t do this to our overloaded tax payers or to our kids.Maybe you need a different line of work. 


 







Emma Noe 


2503 Lyons Station Rd New Haven Ky 


I do not agree with the merger and if this happens I will be looking at sending my kids elsewhere. 


 







Ann Reed 


531 Greer Lane, Bardstown, KY 40004 


I understand that the idea is to offer all children the same access to many opportunities in two 
centralized locations. The problem with this idea is the ages of the children we are trying to group 
together. Most 11-13 year old minds are very immature and are leaving the safety net of primary school. 
This age group is beginning to go through the largest change in their life. They begin the harsh reality of 
puberty, figuring out where they may fit in, who some of their friends really are, etc. We as adults begin 
teaching them the basics of sex education, the realities of exposure to all sorts of drugs, social media 
do’s and dont’s, respect for themselves and authority figures. They test every boundary they can.  


Currently at OKH they get “rewind” forms because they talk in class, come unprepared or do those small 
petty things that this age group does. This is supposedly to prepare them to become more in line for 
high school life. If we feel they are so young and incapable of making good decisions that we still have to 
give “rewind” forms, they definitely are too young for high school world. These kids are still so immature 
they giggle and get embarrassed when their parents show up in front of their friends. Think about this 
age for a minute…reflect back when you yourself were this age! 


Highschool age kids are vaping (tobacco and marijuana) in the school (some get caught), they talk about 
who’s having sex with who on a daily basis, who has drugs and where they can get them. Bullying is a 
constant issue! I don’t want to hear about a zero tolerance policy because it’s a total lie. It goes on 
everyday at every school. Younger children should not have to worry about anyone with a significant age 
gap at any point. The bus is bad enough! Using the excuse that they should report won’t cut it. Kids can’t 
always repot things and feel safe. They are then pinpointed and harassed worse for being the “rat”. 
Social media just adds fuel to the fire.  


Obviously it’s not all kids but these issues are common place and not appropriate especially for 11-13 
years olds on a daily basis. Granted I know the younger kids hear talk but it’s more limited while they are 
in a separate facility.   


You guys keep saying they will be separated. You know this will not happen. It didn’t happen when the 
9th grade wing was built at NCHS and it won’t happen now. The kids will get mingled and things will 
happen. I can remember walking into NC my first day of the 9th grade and the senior boys were lined up 
watching. The comment that has stuck with me all these years was, “ look guys fresh meat!” I can’t 
imagine what will happen when you bring in impressionable girls at such a young age. You are opening a 
door that is outside of the education realm and more focus is not being placed in the social realm. This 
plan is a setup for failure for the majority. Yes, there will be some kids to succeed. Will those that get 
sacrificed be worth those few that succeed?? 


All this money that you want to put in can be distributed out to create quality programs throughout the 
county and get great results. I think because people are fighting back it’s become a “I want to win” 
situation rather than what’s best for the kids. You guys really need to take a step back and reflect 
because it’s only going to take one situation that goes bad that you will bare the weight of that on your 
shoulders.  


When you have this much push back from the entire county, you need to rethink the plan. Do NOT 
merge the schools! 







Shannon Buynak 


124 Goodloe Ave. Bloomfield 40008 


I do not agree with this plan at all. I do not want my middle school child in a building with high school 
students. Yes, they ride the bus together, but age groups are separated for the 1 mile ride to and from 
school daily. My family moved to Bloomfield and kept our children in Nelson County Schools because of 
the small setting. My husband and I are both teachers in a neighboring county and consciously made this 
decision for our family. We are not wanting more "opportunities" for our child, we want an education. 
Reading, math, science, social studies, and arts and humanities. The slide deck presented to the 
community when this plan was first announced showed a few of the "opportunities" that will happen for 
middle school students, when this plan is implemented, to be Beta, Volleyball, and Soccer. I don't need 
my child participating in what would typically be  an extra curricular activity during the school day. 
Looking at extra-curricular activities, we already struggle as a district with overlapping activities and 
trying to find space for all groups/sports to have the time needed  to be successful, yet we want to put 
schools in the same space and double the activities. I'd like to know how this will be effective? 


The distance some children live from Bloomfield Middle is also being used as an reason for this to be a 
positive move also puzzles me. If middle school students that come to Bloomfield need a shorter 
commute to middle school, then they will have a shorter commute for 7 years, meanwhile, the 
Bloomfield and Chaplin children will get a longer commute for all 7 years. I'd like to know how this is 
fair? Seems to me that if the commute is an issue, it balances out as it stands. Middle school students 
will have a longer commute and when they enter high school, their commute will be shorter. If the 
middle school commute is shorter, they will have a longer commute for high school. 


Bloomfield Middle School is an excellent school with many opportunities, a wonderful caring staff, and 
an amazing administration. I do not want to take child from Nelson County Schools, but it if this plan 
goes through, it is likely that will happen. 


 







Stephanie Nelson 


13510 Boston Road  Boston, KY 40107 


As I’ve expressed numerous times, the proposed plan that the board voted on is a terrible idea. It will 
allow for more exposure to “adult” things at a younger age because of the proximity of 12 year olds and 
18 year olds, create numerous safety issues, hurt the small towns that schools are supposed to support, 
and spend tax payers money frivolously, just to name a few. The supposed benefits far outweigh the 
costs, both literally and figuratively. Despite the continued promise of additional opportunities for 
students, these same opportunities can be better provided without the community campus model. 


 







Linda Angel 


111 Cambron Drive 40004 


I don’t support the DFP as mixing middle school students with high school students is a terrible idea. 
Also, the shuttering of the middle schools in the surrounding small towns will cause harm to the small 
town areas by depleting traffic to local businesses in those areas.  Please do not use my tax dollars to 
enact this plan. 


 







Wendy Welch 


435 Lutheran Church Road Bardstown KY 40004 


I do not agree with the DFP. If the middle and high schools are joined, my children will not attend public 
school. I only feel sorry for the families that will not have that option. 


 







Christy Jones 


120 Jackson Road Bloomfield ky 40008 


Don't do it! Bloomfield needs our schools! The whole town will shut down, so we will take our kids to 
other counties schools before we let you have our students! 


 







Aspen Garrigues 


4934 Nat Rogers Rd 


Our kids and our teachers deserve better. There is no way a combined middle and high school can work. 
Children are already forced to grow up faster than ever, and putting a 11, 12 year old into a school with 
a 17, 18 year old is a recipe for disaster.  


I will be pulling my kids out, along with several other parents. This is ridiculous and a major mistake. 
Listen to the parents.  Leave our schools alone. Leave our kids at their safe place, instead of throwing 
them into a chaotic place.  Do better. 


 







Tiffany Decker 


325 w stephen foster ave #203 


This is a horrible idea for the children, and community 


 







Kelsi Stewart 


109 Cherokee Ave Bloomfield KY 40008 


Why is no one listening to the community?! And how is it okay that families that put their roots down in 
Bloomfield now have to commute to Bardstown for an extra 3 years of their education? Most people 
will commute an extra 45 minutes - 1 hour each day, and if you do that math for a 186 day school year, 
that’s nearly 8 DAYS worth of time just driving to get to school. 186 hours that could be spent already at 
home, or studying and doing homework.  


We bought our home specifically because it was in close proximity of the schools. We spent extra on a 
home in Bloomfield because that’s where we want to be, just like everyone else. My husband and I both 
grew up in rural communities. My husband actually went to BES and BMS when he was growing up. As 
did his dad and his grandpa.  


I can understand why this would be beneficial. But what programs/resources would this provide for 
middle schoolers that are different from what is available now? Why can’t those resources be provided 
(obviously cost is an issue?) and are there any other solutions that have been brought to the table? If 
the community is so against a community campus, why is it happening? And when will the elementary 
school go? We have questions that haven’t seemed to be answered. 


I am a mother of a toddler and an infant. We made plans for them to grow up here and go to school in 
Bloomfield. This doesn’t just affect current students, this is about our future students too. 


 







Victoria Carey 


117 Snyder Ave 


Nelson county is not only a disappointment but it's a huge disappointment and disgrace!! You all should 
ashamed of yourselves!! Bet your only thinking of what's benefitting you and not the nelson county 
residents. Smh my kids are horrified to think that they will be around older kids whom will bully them 
and I am horrified that the older kids will  teach them inappropriate things. Good thing that I have 
homeschool options because if the middle schools and high schools merge I will be taking my children 
out of nelson county schools period!!  Along with many many other parents!! Nobody wants this 
ABSOLUTELY NO PARENTS WANT THIS!! LISTEN TO US AND LET US HAVE A VOICE AND A SAY IN HOW 
WE WANT OUR CHILDREN EDUCATED BECAUSE IF NOT FOR US TAXPAYERS YOU WOULDNT EVEN HAVE 
A JOB NOW WOULD YA!!!!! 


 







Dawn Norton 


109 Creel Ln, Bardstown KY 


There is little I can say that has not already been addressed by other concerned parents. From 
combining middle school children with high school children with no clear and definitive plan to keep 
them separated, drastically cutting opportunities for middle schoolers to participate in sports, the 
nightmare of traffic on Bloomfield rd and 245, and  the negative academic, social and mental strain this 
will put on all our students. What bothers me most is that this gross overreaching power move initiated 
by Mr Bradley, is clearly against the wishes of most parents of Nelson county students. This suspiciously 
reeks of one man following his own agenda with no regard for the students and parents that he was 
nominated to represent. This speed with which this drastic plan is being shoved down our throats only 
further implies this. This may go through as I have no faith in our current board, other then Mrs. Berry, 
but I can guarantee that if you refuse to listen to parents, your careers will be short lived. Thank you for 
your time. 


 







Karen Hagan 


3000 Tunnell Mill Rd Bloomfield Ky 40008 


To merge the middle schools with the high school would be one of the worse things you could do to the 
communities and to our kids . I have lived through 2 school closings in my community  and it has been 
detrimental to all of us .  Bloomfield Middle School is a perfectly good school that gets utilized a lot . To 
close that school would be devastating to our community., it would die just like Chaplin died when it 
was closed . Our broad & superintendent has turned their backs on us and a deaf ear too . There is only 
1 board member out of all that has listened to us and has tried to help . We as tax payers should have a 
say as to what happens in our County . This  merge should be brought to a County Wide vote , not just 
what the Superintendent and some board members want . 


 







Phillip Mouser 


109 Garden Drive Bardstown, KY 40004 


Opposed to middle school relocation merger to High School campuses! Why is it our school board and 
administration leadership are denying the middle schoolers in our outlying communities ( New Haven, 
Boston and Bloomfield) the same opportunity to be educated in the communities they live ( not being 
bused across the county) as the middle schoolers in the Bardstown community who are schooled in the 
community for which they live. We are all taxpayers equally. Not to mention the danger in merging 
middle schoolers on the same campus as High Schoolers. Also, the detriment to our communities from 
closing the middle schools. How is it that our Tax base ( population ) has increased over the last 50 years 
yet our leaders are unable to manage to maintain our existing (50 plus years) school locations. This is an 
outrage for all Nelson County  residents living in the outlying ( not Bardstown proper) areas! Very 
disappointed in our School Board Members and Leader! 


 







Bobbi Jo Nalley 


234 north Main Street 


New haven needs a school. The students do not need to be riding a bus for over an hour each way.  I 
prefer that my son not be intermingled with older students; child abuse/sexual abuse goes undetected 
way too much to risk it. My 5 year old is already coming home saying inappropriate things due to 
interaction with a “big kid”. 


 







Kara Snellen 


133 Willow Court, Bardstown Ky 40004 


I believe it is an unnecessary plan that will not benefit the children of Nelson County.  Young children do 
not need to be attending the same schools and riding busses with high school students.   It is not safe 
and our young ones don’t need to be influenced by these older children anymore than necessary. If 
schools aren’t  getting the instructional benefits as other schools then the money should be used to 
provide those services to those schools. Students learn best in small class sizes and smaller schools. The 
funds should be spent to update existing schools and go towards hiring more teachers, teacher 
retention and improving breakfast/lunches served to the children, as of now everything is prepackaged 
and microwaved, which is just awful . 


Taking away the elementary schools from the surrounding towns creates a hardship for parents and the 
children.  Children will experience longer bus rides to and from school.  Parents will be forced to find 
alternate transportation/childcare for students, many will no longer be able to participate in 
extracurricular activity due to new location.  Many of the elementary schools have limited after school 
care as it is. it will also have a grave economic impact on these towns.   


I do not believe Mr. Bradley has the students best interest.  While he may have the credentials to be a 
principal/superintendent, he is not and has not been a teacher in Nelson County, and to my knowledge 
has no experience in teaching actual children nor does he have children of his own, therefore I believe 
he lacks the experience and expertise to make a truly informed decision. He claims he is open for 
discussion, etc….but it is very apparent that is not the case.  More and more teachers are leaving the 
district, those who are still there are fearful in speaking up as they will loose their jobs.  


I believe that this is just another step to pad his résumé . 


 







Rhonda Wathen 


602 Greer Lane Bardstown KY 40004 


It was a sad day to learn that the LPC voted to choose the Community Plan to move the middle schools 
to the high school campus. Sad that only parent members and Mr Shelburne voted against it. The LPC 
selection process was truly biased and unfair to be stacked in Wes Bradley's plan favor. I truly have 
prayed that the Kentucky Board of Education and the Nelson County Board of Education put a stop to 
this.  I have a current senior at NCHS but still will effect me.  


How will it effect me you wonder since I will no longer have a child there?  If my children stay in the 
county, my future grandchildren will attend school here, my neighbors/ friends children and 
grandchildren will also attend school here and my taxpaying funds will be used for this plan. I was a 
student affected by a mass change in education plan that has failed efforts: 1974 busing plan in 
Jefferson Co.  


Middle schoolers will be forced to go to a middlle school with exposure to older children that they don't 
need. I feel this will effect their mental health. There is enough bullying and putting these younger kids 
together with older children isn't a good plan.  You may say they will be in a separate building/wing but 
that's the same statement when they moved the freshmen to NCHS in the fall of 1986.  There is no 
separation now.  My 5ft 1" senior has to move quickly from classes in the initial freshman wing to other 
classes  The amount of issues that I see in Flaget Emergency Room as an ER nurse from bullied, suicidal 
kids and as what my children have experienced or seen as NCHS students is enough to know our kids will 
be affected.  


How will the increase in traffic and lack of bus drives be  addressed?  It already is a safety issue with the 
traffic at TNHS on Hwy 245 with the speeding traffic.   Buses turning in and out are putting passengers at 
risk daily. The level of traffic on Hwy 62 is busy now and no study or thought has even been put into the 
increase with merger.  Included in this traffic are the new teen drivers attending these schools.    It has 
already been mentioned how there aren't enough bus drivers and how more will be needed with the 
merger.    


It is totally sad how the smaller communities will be effected.   No longer will families be able to easily 
attend events at the schools close to their home.   Games, music events, teacher conferences,  e.t.c will 
be further away from where the students/ parents live.   This plan will increase the amount of time a 
parent has to travel to a child's school and very highly likely to decrease parent involvement.  The 
change in community schools will adversely affect the business that benefit from increased traffic to 
school events.  It has been said that it's not the schools job to support the businesses success but those 
businesses support the schools and may even employ the parents/students. 


It has been sad to hear of how teachers and school employees feel bullied and feared of losing their jobs 
if they "go against Wes Bradley."  No employee should feel that.   No one should feel that have to bend 
to the hierarchy in order to provide for their family.   Teachers have left the school system because of 
Wes Bradley. 


I was totally appalled when the Nelson Co Board voted to renew his contract.   It is a sad use of tax 
payers money when high percentage do not support him nor his grandiose ideas.  Students need to be 
in school learning from direct teacher instruction.   Our kids have suffered greatly from the online 







learning due to Covid.  They have missed a year of learning truthfully.   Bradley's plan pushes for more 
off campus work based learning for juniors and seniors.   We do not need to be pushing our kids out of 
school as they need structured learning in order to become more productive adults.   Teachers became 
teachers to teach.  Many kids do not get the skills and education they need as we rush them to be "work 
ready" too quickly.    


I feel the NC school board has also been bullied by Wes Bradley.  He speaks over people, cuts off their 
statements, rolls his eyes and generally acts as a dictator. His presentations are meant to confuse people 
as he uses confusing presentations and flyers  All information should be presented in a level that is easily 
understood.   He talks over people's heads just hoping they will get frustrated and let it go. I'm a college 
educated, information technology savvy adult.   Ive gotten lost in the flashy colorful lay outs of web 
information, flyers and mailings and I've gotten frustrated.   We have grandparents and less educated 
parents trying to raise kids and need basic, easy to understand info.   


New Haven needs a new and updated school.   Coxs Creek needs a middle school instead of busing kids 
to Bloomfield.  These are the areas money needs to be spent on structural upgrades.  You need to know 
teachers/school leaders are leaving or are being bullied by Wes Bradley.   


I could continue on but most important is want you to know that I and many parents do not want this 
"community plan" / merger.  Where are the schools that have undergone this same plan and have 
prospered?  Those need to be rural schools. How many students will the Nelson Co system lose if this 
plan goes through?  


I truly hope you have read this whole message and read any that are sent to you.   Please remember you 
are here to serve the students most of all.  You need to be their voice and leave them in their supportive 
community schools. 


 







Sabrina Pletz 


136 Benelli Dr.   Bardstown KY 40004 


No Merger!!!! 


 







Kelly Hess 


New Haven 


No more taxes on the senior citizen homeowners. If you're shutting schools then your savi money and if 
you're not, then operate with in a budget like we try to do but you greedy asses keep taking our money. 
EVERYBODY working for our school system is way overpaid and several high paying jobs can be 
eliminated as they have nothing what so ever to do with our children's education! End the waste 
NOW!!!       


 







Gracelyn lewis 


315 Ed pile rd 


For reading in my absence at the December 20 public hearing . Please do not allow the merger to take 
place . Our children need to be with peers alike . I don’t want my young daughter to be put in the high 
school with older boys and girls. She doesn’t need to be prematurely be exposed to things that she is 
not mentally capable of understanding.  This merger will lead to more teen pregnancy as well as children 
have sex early. They don’t need to be prematurely exposed to this as there mind and body are changing.  


Please make one middle school and one high school ….. don’t put them together!  


Allow all the middle schooler be together and have all the resources for there age appropriate. Instead 
of having high school age resources. 


 







Vonda Donoho 


7410 Lawrenceburg Rd Chaplin, KY 40012 


I am completely against the merger of the middle and high schools as is planned in the DFP. I think it’s 
doing a disservice to our middle school age students expecting them to transition from elementary 
school to be mixed with high school age students. I attended a jr high and went on to high school as a 
sophomore. I recall how intimidating it was at 15 so I can’t imagine what it will do to 11 yr olds. They 
keep saying over and over that this will allow more opportunities for the students but have yet to be 
able to give examples or a list of what those opportunities look like. If you can’t back up what these will 
be then I don’t feel you can use that as a platform to continue to push this plan.The few opportunities 
that have been mentioned are clubs.The focus needs to be on academics not social activities. There 
aren’t even the same “opportunities” between the two high schools now so this merger will not level 
out the opportunities for all students of Nelson County. Most people will tell you they are against this 
merger, yet the superintendent and board refuse to survey the people and students for THEIR input. 
This is who it is going to make a difference to not someone in the central office that doesn’t have to deal 
with the fall out of the bullying, the drugs being more readily available to younger kids, the younger girls 
that “want to fit in” so they are pressured into sex by older students to be accepted. If you look at the 
DFP you will see what has been moved to priority 5 is what could possibly keep the middle and high 
school students somewhat separated. We all know that the priority 5 options will probably not happen 
to to cost therefore our middle and high school students will be intermingled with no clear line of 
separation. This is not going to be good on many levels for the younger students. This is going to close a 
perfectly good school with supposedly no plan of use. Some of the board members and superintendent 
state that they will keep as a surplus (for now) so you still will have the expense of the upkeep and 
utilities for a vacant building. You are also increasing the enrollment of NCHS back to a level that was 
said to be overcrowded at the time and therefore the reason to build TNHS in the first place. None of 
this makes sense as to better the lives abs futures of our students in Nelson County 


 







Joyce Bunch 


2796 Lawrenceburg Rd. Bloomfield,KY4008 


I am 100% against the merger of the Nelson County Middle Schools.  This is doing an injustice to all 
middle school students, parents, and staff.  


Our NCBE , as well as the Supt., is looking only from the stand point of what looks good to the KDE.  
Basic education has become a thing of the past in our district.  I know change is necessary, but not at the 
expense of students’ academic progress. We have students being instructed as 1st graders to begin 
seeking their passion project.  First graders are just learning abcs, numbers, etc.  To expect them to 
begin thinking of what they want to do at 18 is 


totally ridiculous. 


The board and Supt. are talking about this merger giving students more opportunities than is now 
available.  Clubs and athletics are an important part of a student’s schooling, but not the most important 
part. Reading, writing, math and other basic courses should be the front runner for all students.  


As I have seen some people who 


 were selected to the DPC, and some who are now employees of the NCBE, I know several who were 
students at Bloomfield Middle school when I was employed there as bookkeeper. I am proud they have 
become productive citizens of the county. I also think it portrays the saying that “bigger is not  


always better”.  They obviously had the opportunities needed to become successful.  


When you are in a smaller school, you become family, and need no special hall names to declare which 
family you belong to.  You can engage one on one with students, parents, and staff as needed.  If a 
student forgets lunch money, etc. someone willingly steps up to make sure the need is covered until the 
next day.  I dare say that probably wouldn’t happen in a larger school where a student is a name on a 
roster instead of a person you know personally.  It is very important for middle schoolers to have adults 
who will listen to them as they are trying to figure out this thing called life.  This doesn’t  happen when 
the students are not personally connected. 


Middle schoolers are very vulnerable and are looking to be accepted by their peers.  When mixed with 
high school students, they are trying to fit in and don’t always make the wisest decisions as to who to 
look to for acceptance. That is where knowing the students personally is an advantage to be able to 
intervene on their behalf to direct them to make wise decisions. 


I guess I am biased because I worked at Bloomfield for 33 years and I do know the closeness we had at 
BMS.  I am sure this is true at New Haven, Boston and OKH schools as well.  I still connect with many 
who were students during my tenure there and consider them “my kids”.  I am speaking from the heart 
and I think the heart of this issue is students’  well being and the goal of having them become 
academically successful first and foremost. 


If NCBE had agreed (which Mr. Bradley would not agree to) to do a survey of parents of the schools, they 
would KNOW parents are not in favor of the planned merger.   


Thanks 







Bobbi Nannery 


125 Taylorsville Rd, Bloomfield Ky 40008 


I would rather all our middle school students be put in a building together and all our high school 
students go to the other building. 


 







Amanda Wright 


333 Taylorsville Rd., Bloomfield KY 40008 


Nelson Co. school district is a joke. Superintendent Wes Bradley has no clue how to do what is best for 
children. He has no children of his own so he has no clue what parents are feeling or thinking and he 
doesn't care. As a former Nelson Co. employee I can can tell you it is Wes Bradley's way or no way. If you 
disagree with anything he does or says you will be fired, transferred to a job that makes you quit , or you 
time will be made so unbearable that you leave the district.  His idea to merge the middle schools with 
the high schools is horrible and 95% of the county has told him that but he doesn't care. He will do what 
he wants without any regard for anyone else.  He is like a toddler who is in a constant tantrum.  He 
should be removed from office if he is not willing to do what the parents and tax payers ask of him. Just 
because something looks good on paper does not mean it will work.  Please save our schools, our 
teachers and staff, and most importantly our children. 


 


 









































































































mature enough to handle. The middle school years are already hard enough.
The people of Nelson County do not want our middle schools closed! We do not want our middle
school students comingling with high school students! We do not want this plan!
I urge you not to approve this plan as part of your usual consent agenda, but to send it back to the
Nelson County Board of Education with a recommendation to develop a facilities plan that does not
put middle schoolers and high schoolers in the same building.
Thank you sincerely for your consideration!
Regards,
Courtney Higdon
Mother of 4 Students in the Nelson County School District




